
ALL ROUND
PROTECTION

WHY CHOOSE
CHARCOOL

Find out more at
solartintgroup.com.au

A cutting edge tint perfect for cars of all shapes and sizes, 
your car will feel more comfortable than ever.

Charcool filters 99% of the suns damaging UV rays, effectively 
reducing the fading of interior seats, carpets and trims.

Blocking scorching heat & annoying glare from entering 
through your windows, you and your passengers will feel the 
difference.

Heat, glare and UV protection, Charcool covers the basics of 
window protection offering all you want in a tint.

Bonding firmly to glass, Charcool helps to hold shattered glass 
together when broken which means protecting you and others 
from flying glass during an accident.

Tinted windows also help to improve vehicle security, 
concealing your possessions from the view of could-be 
thieves.

Looking for Peace of Mind?
All of Solartint’s automotive window films are 100% backed by a manufacturer’s lifetime warranty*
*Warranty terms, conditions and exclusions apply.

UV RAYS BLOCKED HEAT REJECTIONGLARE REDUCED

Protect your family from the damaging 
effects of UV rays.

Control annoying glare and enjoy safer 
driving.

Block heat from entering through your 
windows, you’ll feel the difference.

99% 40%60%

THE TINT
FOR
EVERYONE



WINDOW TINTING

®Looking for Peace of Mind?
All of Solartint’s automotive window films are 100% backed by a manufacturer’s lifetime warranty*
*Warranty terms, conditions and exclusions apply.

THE TINT
FOR
EVERYONE

99% UV RAYS BLOCKED

60% GLARE REDUCED

Protect your family from the damaging effects 
of UV rays.

Control annoying glare and enjoy safer 
driving.

40% HEAT REJECTION
Block scorching heat from entering through 
your windows, you’ll feel the difference.

Bonding firmly to glass, Charcool helps to hold shattered 
glass together when broken which means protecting you and 
others from flying glass during an accident.

Tinted windows also help to improve vehicle security, 
concealing your possessions from the view of could-be 
thieves.

Heat, glare and UV protection, Charcool 
offerins all you want in a tint.

WHY CHOOSE
CHARCOOL?

IMPROVES 
COMFORT WHILST 
DRIVING DUE TO 
HEAT & GLARE 
REDUCTION.


